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jobs linked to information technologies (finance, insurance, real estate = the FIRE sector) ... payroll is sacrificed first and investors / shareholders are privileged. 
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Leaparis10 – Civilisation américaine L3 S6 PART ONE : THE WORKFORCE AND WORKPLACE Chapter II : A more flexible and precarious workplace I. An economy of services Employment has shifted from manufacturing to services. Services represent nearly 80% of all jobs today. The primary sector is in decline, even if 10% of the population works in the agri-business sector (all the industries related to the agricultural sector : packaging, trucking, fertilizer…). Example : Monsanto, ConAgra. The manufacturing sector still employs some 15% of the workforce. The US has been deindustrializing for 40 years. The US no longer manufacture TV sets (Mexico, Asia), cameras, camcorders -> all the consumer electronics are no longer manufactured in the US -> 70s/80s : all these manufacturing industries lost jobs for 2 reasons : automation (robotisation) and foreign competition which led to outsourcing. The assembly line has almost disappeared. It’s cheaper to have products manufactured in Asia. Most consumer goods today are imported to the US : shoes, clothes, toys. One consequence is a booming trade deficit with countries like China => big problem. At the same time, the level of productivity has increased in the US : you need less workers than before to produce the same quantity. And also the level of skills required in manufacturing jobs : the low added value jobs (~the assembly line) have been outsourced / exported in China -> jobs demanding, tedious -> they no longer exist in the US. They have been handed over to the other countries. What remains in the US are the high-added-value jobs. To work in an automobile plant, we need to be computer-literate => the basic level of education to work in manufacturing job has risen. Levels of skills and education have become higher, knowledge required. Deindustrialisation is a plague but it’s also an opportunity for workers to upgrade their skills. In practice the US has a huge problem of education : many young Americans lack the skills necessary to occupy these jobs -> lack of educated workforce. The service sector = 80% of jobs. Services represent 70% of the Gross Domestic Product. Dispel wrong ideas : Services = low-paid jobs, no skills, no future => not really. Services create dual jobs, polarized jobs : they tend to create jobs either at the top of the economic ladder or at the bottom. The number of middle-range jobs tends to narrow / shrink. The Department of Labor makes each year a list (what kind of jobs are growing faster) : either these jobs are going to be low-skilled, low-paid in branches as catering, secondary teaching, retailing, nursing are booming. At the other end of the ladder, all the jobs linked to information technologies (finance, insurance, real estate = the FIRE sector) -> this sector was booming. Jobs in the entertainment, media, journalism, higher education, law -> they all rely on high-skills, on knowledge = the knowledge industry. One author in particular has summed up this : Richard Florida, the Creative Class : the society is increasingly being split up between those who have the knowledge, education and all the rest -> the Creative Class is the new leader of the society > if you have access to knowledge, you have a chance to belong to this creative class. II. Job polarization “Wal Martization”, “Mc Donaldization” different between high-skilled and low-skilled jobs. But services also require many skilled workers. Why has the workplace become polarized ? Manufacturing industries generally gave people decent wages. For example, a worker in the car industry earn $14 an hour, an operative $40 an hour. Jobs in manufacturing were available to people with only a highskilled education. As a result, the American middle-class / working-class was well-off. Families could live in a single paycheck, send their children to college (50s-60s). With the shift from manufacturing to services, this has completely changed. For the same level of education you will get a job in the service sectors for a salary of $8/hour. The service sector is not homogeneous, it is a dual sector, sector which created unequal categories, inequality, which increases the opposition between brain jobs and brown jobs. III. A flexible workforce Flexibility = key word in today’s economy. It works both ways : good and bad. 1



Leaparis10 – Civilisation américaine L3 S6 On the one hand, it is easier to find a job in the US than in Europe. Unemployment is lower generally and part-time work has increased more slowly in the US than in Europe. The other side of the coin is that job security is very small. Working conditions are less good and worker protection is smaller (benefits, health insurance, pension) : the number of days off are all negotiated within each company. There is less protection than in European countries.  In the US, there are more opportunities and more flexibility but less security. A) The protection of joblessness By European standards, the jobless rate is much smaller in the US than in Europe. In 2007, 4,6% of Americans were out of work [today : 8%]. On average, over the past years, the jobless rate has been of 5%. In Europe it is twice as high? The number of jobs created each month is generally higher than the number of jobs cut. Americans believe very strongly in the principle of creative destruction = principle developed by an economist called Schumpeter = it’s not a problem to destroy jobs because something else will be created in its place => Americans are not hostile to the very idea of change, they welcome it. Joblessness is increasing today. Yet, it’s still smaller than in Europe. The jobless rate of young people is 23% in Europe and 10% in the US. The ratio is constant around 2 points. Workers are less protected and they can be fired / laid off / made redundant from one day to the next. You get your pink slip (letter de licenciement) very quick. Firms lay off for 2 reasons : in the 70s and in the 80s, when oil crises hit the US, companies laid off workers to recover their competitive levels -> laying off workers was part of restructuration, downsizing. It was seen as essential to survive. The whole manufacturing sector in the US and in Europe was affected. What is new today is that even when they make a profit, businesses still downsize (it is unpredictable). In the US, layoffs are generally very important : General Motors, which was making a profit, had planned, before the slump, to lay off workers even if they are profitable. One reason of this is the rise of shareholder capitalism which relies on the Stock Exchange and on the power of investors. Companies in the US are largely financed by investors who buy shares on Wall Street and who expect dividends / returns -> Companies must remain attractive to investors. There is a constant race, not only to be profitable but to be increasingly profitable and to make more and more profits -> there has been an acceleration of profit-making. When companies want to reassure investors, the number one action they take is to lay off workers because the workforce is the most expensive part of a business and it’s the easiest way of cutting costs. When a company slashes its workforce, it sends a good message to Wall Street : we are keeping up the race, we are cutting costs. Layoffs => shares increase. From a human point of view, it’s revolting. This evolution is very perverse, we’ve entered this era of shareholders and capitalism. Some people will speak of casino economics. The workforce = the payroll is sacrificed first and investors / shareholders are privileged. The second reason is linked to globalization and job outsourcing of American jobs to cheaper countries : Mexico (with the development of maquiladoras, China, Asia…). Not only low-paid jobs are outsourced, high-skilled jobs are also cut off, because it’s cheaper for the company that way but also because the US cannot supply sufficient number of skilled workers. The school system doesn’t produce enough high-skilled workers. They find the talent elsewhere. For example, India has boomed in recent years, Ireland too, thanks to their educated workforce who is also Englishspeaking and many companies in the US, who were unable to find qualified workers in the US, simply relocated in these countries (computer programming…). At the same time, companies have also attracted skills foreigners from China, Africa, India, to fill in these jobs. How Americans are compensated ? There is a national insurance which was created in 1935 during the New Deal of F. Roosevelt. Americans today get unemployment benefits which are quite small and don’t last very long? On average, benefits last 26 weeks. If there is a recession, they can be stretched 13 weeks more and the Federal Government pays half and the state government pays half. Moreover, they only represent 1/3 of the percent range (?) and not every worker qualify for compensation. For example, a part-time worker will not get compensation. He is not eligible because the American 2



Leaparis10 – Civilisation américaine L3 S6 system, part-time is considered as low-commitment to your job. Unemployment insurance is much smaller than in Europe. It is in keeping with the American work ethic which tries to make people work at any cost. Idleness is very much discouraged. The other problem when you lose your job is that you also lose your health insurance (which is provided by the employer). This is a huge problem and the health insurance system in the US is a total disgrace. One reason is that there is no security, it’s linked to unemployment. The brighter side is that workers stay out of work for shorter periods of time than in Europe. Long-term unemployment (6 months) is lower than in France. Americans live in a society which values work at all cost? Everything is done to encourage people to work and not to depend on public assistance (=> hardworking). The working week in America has been increasing whereas in Europe it has gone down. Self-reliant explains why compensation for unemployment is not very important. B) Contingent work (= travail précaire) It has increased in the US. Low-paid jobs, precarious jobs, dead-end jobs, temporary work, jobs with no health insurance. The 1st employer today in the US is the retailer Wal Mart, which created thousands of these jobs. Another important employer is Manpower. The increasing parttime work is linked to the evolution of the service sector and to the demands of service sector. Consumers expect services to be available 7/7. In the US, it is not uncommon to find stores open at night, on Sundays… workers have to be found on temporary contracts. In the retail industry, staggered hours (heures dissociées) and split schedules are common. Contingent work is reliant in flexibility. The goal is to match customers expectations and to match demand fluctuations. Ex : we need more waiters during mealtime. This also happens in the industrial sector. The second reason of this increase is that the business world is always trying to make greater profit to lower cost and part-time workers are cost-effective. Why ? In the US part-timers (< 35 hours) don’t qualify for the same advantages as full-timers : can’t become union members -> weakens the union representation inside the firm if there is one. Part-timers rarely qualify for medical insurance => employers don’t have to pay benefits. Same thing for retirement pensions : you don’t benefit from the same social coverage. It is estimated that 1/6 part-timer is covered under an employer’s pension time against ½ for full-timers. Parttime work = flexibility for business, precariousness for employees. Problematic : there is a growing number of people who cumulate several part-time jobs because they can’t make ends meet with one paycheck = multiple job holders. Over the past decades, there has been a growing trend towards creating a dual workforce : on the one hand, a small vital core of secure workers, well-compensated, permanent and an increasing army of peripheral workers (who are temporary, flexible, hired when needed, fired when businesses slow down). This opposition is spreading to all sectors of the economy (workforce adaptable…). Ex : at Microsoft, a few years ago, there was a clear division between permanent workers and the other. Permanent workers are those who created softwares, the developers, those who were innovative, who boosted creation and innovativeness… = irreplaceable. They make the added value of the business, they are well-compensated and Microsoft cares about them. All the other kind of workers : those who test the software, who produce documentation or technical support to customers, all the jobs that back up the product are considered peripheral and are outsourced to staffing / temporary agencies. Irreplaceable workers are pampered (chouchoutés). Peripheral jobs = support the software (not employed directly by Microsoft). In the mid-90s, almost 40% of people working for Microsoft were on shortterm, temporary contract. The difference was sometimes preposterous (= ridiculous). Ex : the regular employees would wear blue badges, the other orange badges. The orange badges were not invited to Microsoft parties, couldn’t use sport equipments, couldn’t buy Microsoft products with discounts… even if they have worked for several years for Microsoft. Their status was different. Microsoft was under obligation to offer the same benefits. This was challenged to the court by unions and it has now disappeared. For business there is an advantage in outsourcing work (means less-responsibility, cost-effectiveness). 3



Leaparis10 – Civilisation américaine L3 S6 Part-time work has increased less quickly in the US than in the UK pr in France. Part-time work is not always a miracle solution for firms, because employers run the risk of seeing their workers unmotivated =>people leave the company as soon as they can find another better position elsewhere. Part-time work => compromise the worker loyalty. Workers developed a “mercenary” mentality. In the fast-food sector, the turnover is extremely high (workers stay 3 months or 4 on average) => no commitment to the firm => problem of efficiency. In the long-term, it can drag down productivity. Part-time work can backfire against businesses. This analysis is true when the economy is booming. Today, we are in a very different situation and workers have little choice; when they find a job, they stick to it (“beggars can’t be choosers”). It can be counter-productive when the market is tight. C) Wages They have moved down slowly. There is a federal minimum wage ($6,55) but it is so low that over 20 states have their own minimum wage, which is higher. Wages have not increased and they have stagnated so that a new category of workers has appeared : the working poor : people who have a job but still live in poverty because inflation rose, cost of living rose => people with low wages increasingly fall in poverty. Americans work more than Europeans. The working week has increased (20% more hours since 1970 whereas French workers have worked 20% less). And yet precariousness has increased, there is a general deterioration of the quality of work. D) Towards a dual society ? Jobs have become polarized, the gap widened between precarious, low-paid jobs and highly skilled-jobs. The jobs in-between have lost ground, have shrunk. There is a problematic trend in the American society which is moving away from the pattern of upward mobility for everybody. Social scientists analyze this stagnation by representing it by 2 drawings (page 27) : Top jobs Diamond => middle-class jobs prosperous Low jobs



Hourglass => the middle-class has been shrinking.



The US is moving towards greater inequality. The Gini coefficient has increased => risk of creating a two-tiered society.
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